adjoint operators with spectrum contained in an interval 7, which need not be finite. If / is a function from X to the self-adjoint operators on 3C obtained from a bounded real-valued function /0 on 7 by the spectral theorem (that is, by f(A) =fla,fo(X)dE\, where E\ is the spectral resolution of A), then/ is called an operator function (associated with 7). An operator function/is defined, once/0 is given, for all such X. An operator function / associated with 7 is convex provided A, B in Xand Og^l imply
Theorem. The operator function f associated with I is convex if and only if (A) for A E X and for any projection P, Pf(PAP)P g Pf(A)P.
Seymour Sherman suggested to me the problem of characterizing operator functions/satisfying (A) by conditions on the corresponding real-valued functions/0.
(He remarked that the square is such a function1 but the absolute value is not. Sherman has also made an attack on the present theorem by other methods.) The characterization is provided by combining the present theorem with characterizations of convex operator functions [l ] . In particular, it is necessary but far from sufficient that f0 be convex and analytic.
Proof. From the definition follow these useful facts about any operator function: "'<*>" (o> It will be convenient to identify 3C, not with either 3Ci or 3C2, but with a different subspace of 3Ci83C2, the projection onto which will be called P. Namely, x£3C will be identified (cos 6x\
sin Qx) where 6 is chosen so cos2 9 = t. Operators on 3C are also to be identified with corresponding operators on this subspace into itself, in the natural way. Now for the proof. Let x = Px.
-i _i / cos2 6 cos 6 sin d\ /A 0\ /cos 6x\ Corollary. Let n be a completely positive [4] linear mapping from a C*-algebra Ct to operators on a Hilbert space 3C', let f be a convex operator function associated with 7,/(0)=0, and let A be an element of Q, with spectrum contained in I. Then f(n(A)) ^n(f(A)).
Proof. There exist a *-homomorphism p from a to operators on X', and a projection P in 3C\ such that for BE&, n(B) =Pp(B)P [4] .
Then it is easy to justify these steps:/(M(^4))=/(Pp(^)P)^P/(p(^))P = Pp(f(A))P=»(f(A))-Bibliography
